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Prog. Amount Description 
cartons of thermoplastic polyester "Essebi" by 25 kg each

5 barrels cod. 56.50 Primer "Larps Group", 7 barrels cod. 56,08 Primer "Larps Group", 2 
drums cod. of adhesive 17,01 "Larps Group", 1 stem material "Mastek", 1 of synthetic 
material barrel "Larps Group"
fibrate cardboard for pattern "Moretti" of about 200 kg
drums of release agent "Marbo" from 180 kg each
drums of dye paste from approximately 23 kg each
bags of 25 kg each of compound PVC "Italcomp srl" gray - anthracite
18 cans of catalysis, approximately 30 kg in tank 6 drums polyether (small) 4 drums 
polyether (large)
bags of 25 kg each of PVC in TR "Italcomp srl" and "Tecnofilm" of various colors
bags of 25 kg each of PVC Expanded "Italcomp srl" and "stir" of various colors
bags about 25 kg each of 3 PVC and PVC bags in TR "Tecnofilm" (opal) of various colors
26 barrels of small size dye paste 2 cans of "Elaston Plan"
bags of 25 kg each of PVC "Italcomp srl" of various colors
29 sacks of 25 kg each of compact PVC "Italcomp srl" gray  10 PVC bags Expanded 
"Italcomp srl" gray
bags about 25 kg each of PVC of various colors arranged on an iron pallet
bags of 25 kg each in PVC TR "Tecnofilm" beige and white color
bags of 25 kg each of PVC "Italcomp srl", "Stir" and "Eurocolor" of various colors
sacks approximately PVC "Italcomp" 25 Kg each and STIR arranged on three platforms
cans for catalysis of liquid polyurethane Flex ES 507 - 10A5 by about 31 kg each
for catalysis polyurethane cans Fl ex CEVR3A 10 kg each and 2 cans Flex Es 4001RIA2 from 22.30 Kg

cartons of rolls of tape of various types
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